How to Attract Top Talent
Know what the Talent is looking for:
§
§

§

§
§

Flexibility - where possible provide options to work from home, offer flexible
start and finish times, and consider part time or job share
Support - create a thorough induction to set them up for success, provide a
mentor and/or buddy and connect them with coworkers to establish a support
network
Personal and professional development - provide opportunities for
additional training or education and illustrate the realistic potential for future
opportunities
Competitive salaries and benefits - those which reflect the workload and
expectations
Honesty - candidates know the struggles organisations are facing, so be open
and upfront to build trust from the beginning

Tips for posting job adverts:
§

§
§
§
§
§

§

Identify your value proposition as the employer - consider the benefits and
promote what makes your organisation stand out and why your role is more
appealing than a similar role elsewhere
Talk about culture - outline your purpose and values, and how those values
translate into attributes and qualities in ideal employees
Provide clear and concise expectations of the role - however, don’t simply
copy and paste a job description. Be more outcomes focused
Get specific with practical details - include the location, salary range, etc
Use creative and emotive language to connect with the right candidates
Understand your talent pool - women make up a large % of our workforce
so they’re less likely to respond to adverts with ‘masculine’ language or
have 6+ essential criteria
Hot tip - shift your perspective - identify what employees are looking
for, not just what type of candidate you’re seeking
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What else?
§
§
§

Consider an employee referral program - encourage your employees to
recommend people in their industry network.
Make it part of your strategy to spread the word about what makes your
company great
Provide candidates with feedback - people talk about their recruitment
experience regardless of the outcome so ensure each applicant has an
excellent experience

Get in touch
Contact our recruitment team to find out more about attraction strategies that
can be tailored to suit your particular organisation and workforce requirements
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